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Creating Legal Records

This chapter describes how to create legal records.
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Normal statements Legal records

Unlike normal statements, the creation procedure of a legal record starts 
from entering a submission classification, year, etc.

First, create a "tax return, application, etc." using the following procedure 
type and tax item to select a statement concerned.

Procedure type

Tax item

Application/notification

Related to legal records

For details on how to create a tax return, application, etc., refer to the following.

疇□"6-1 Create a tax return, application, etc."

After selecting a tax return, application, etc., create a legal record with 
the following flow.

Select a submission 
classification, etc.

(for the first edit only)

湯

Edit a legal record

Select a submission classification of a legal 
record total table which is submitted together 
with the legal record.

疇口"15-1 Select a submission classification, etc."

Edit a legal record.

疇口"15-2 Edit a legal record"

Each operation shown above is described on the following pages.
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As shown in the following conceptual drawing, statements included in tax return/
application data of a legal record are managed by bringing legal records of the same 
type together.

Total table

Legal record B

Total table

Legal record A

Flow of creating a legal record



Select a submission classification, etc.

II In the "Statement list" screen, select a statement whose tax item is related to
legal records.

吟口"7-1 Edit a statement"

日 Click Edit a statement.

A "Select a submission classification" screen in accordance with the procedure 
will appear.
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Select a submission classification, etc., of a legal record total table which is 
submitted together with legal records.
There are following four submission classifications.
New submission:Select this when you submit a legal record of the year (month), 
etc., for the first time.
Additional submission:Select this when you additionally submit because there are 
omitted submissions of legal records.
Corrective submission:Select this when you resubmit because there are errors in 
a legal records you have already submitted.
Void submission:Select this to void a legal records you have already submitted.

Steps
1. In the "Statement list" screen, select a statement.
2. Click Edit a statement.
3. Select a submission classification, etc.

If you click [OK] without entering a personal number/corporation 
number into a legal record of 2016 or later that requires a personal 
number/corporation, a warning message appears. 
Enter the personal number/corporation number when you have one.
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目Select a corresponding submission classification.

When you select other than New submission, refer to the following.

吟口Page 250 "Create other than a new submission"

日

日

The "Edit a statement" screen will appear.

i
For a legal record for which you have selected a submission classification, etc., 

once, the selection screen does not appear and the "Edit a statement" screen 

appears from the next time. (The submission classification cannot be changed.)Hint

Edit the statement.

疇口"15-2 Edit a legal record"
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Enter a year, month and year, or administrative business year.

Click [OK].

Next
operation
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Create other than a new submission

II 

目 

目 

前回受付番号等入力：SCOOE034 

前回の受付番号と受付年月日を入力してください。

目前回の受付香号(D I"""""""""" 

日前回の受付年月日 干成「�">-Cl'J f">o< 月(M) 「xx 日(Q)

日�I____.::ニ

よ
You can check the reception number in the "Message box" screen, "Message box 

(past ones)" screen, or "Message box (recycle bin)" screen.

Hint

日 Enter "Previous reception date".

ふ
When you did not use e-Tax on the previous submission, leave "Previous 

reception number" blank and enter the submission date in writing into "Previous 

reception date".Hint

日

The "Edit a statement" screen will appear.

Edit the statement.

疇山"15-2 Edit a legal record"
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 In the "Select a submission classification", select other than "New 
submission".

Enter a year, month and year, or administrative business year, 
and then click [OK].

Enter "Previous reception number".

Click [OK].

Next
operation
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Edit a legal record

Enter values, etc., into the selected legal record or legal record total table to edit.

After you select a submission classification of a total table, the following 
screen appears.
Incidentally, information registered as basic information such as name and 
address is automatically displayed in fields such as the name and address of 
the person under duty to submit.

疇□ "6-2 Register basic information of a tax return, application, etc."
The functions of main buttons are the same as that of the "Edit a statement" 
screen of other procedures.
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11 Enter values, etc., into the entry items that have gray backgrounds.

If you are unsure what to enter, refer to the help for creating statements.

吟m Page 111 "To refer to the help for creating statements"
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Step
1. Enter values, etc., into the entry items.
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i
Hint

Since legal records are managed by bringing legal records of the same type 
together, you can add a statement in this screen and navigate through 
statements to edit.

吟口Page 253 "Add a legal record"

Add a legal record

Check/correct a legal record

吟口Page 253 "Check/correct a legal record"

Delete a legal record

吟口Page 254 "Delete a legal record"

Perform the following operations as necessary:

Print a statement

疇口Page 115 "Print a statement"

Save a statement

疇口"7-2 Save a statement"

Zoom in on the statement when you are hard to see it

疇口Page 113 "To zoom in on a statement"
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Add a legal record

レディ

II Click Add a statement, and then edit the legal record you added.

A statement is added to the last page.

p 

Note

To add a legal record that is in the statement list, add it from the "Edit a 
statement" screen.
To add a legal record that is not in the statement list, add it from the 
"Statement list" screen. 疇口"7-4 Add a statement"

Check/correct a legal record

ペ ーシ(1): j213 _::j 帳要追加(/!_) I 二

レディ

11 
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When there are multiple statements, you can click Previous statement 
or Next statement to move to another statement to check and enter 
corrections.
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Delete a legal record

レディ

II  Click Previous statement or Next statement to move to the 
statement you want to delete.

日 Click Delete a statement.

目Click [OK].

The statement currently displayed will be deleted.

Incidentally, when there is one legal record or you want to delete all the legal 

records, delete them from the "Statement list" screen.

吟口"7-5 Delete a statement"
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A message "If you delete it, you cannot undo the action. Are you sure?" 
will appear.

Note
The deleted statement is not stored in the recycle bin. It cannot be 
restored, so be careful.

Next 
operation

The subsequent operation is the same as other procedures.
After you finish creating statements, attach an electronic signature, and 
then send.

吟口"7-3 Finish creating a statement"吟口"9 Attaching an Electronic Signature to Tax Returns, Applications, Etc."
吟口"10 Sending Tax Returns, Applications, Etc."
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